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            MASTOREMATA D.I.Y. SHOP - ONLINE    | PELELITE FINISH PLASTER 25KG
            printerFriendly by cloudcms®

            

            PELELITE FINISH PLASTER 25KG

            
                [image: ]                A gypsum based finishing plaster. It provides a smooth, high quality surface to internal walls and ceilings.  It is suitable for application on substrates such as Pelelite Bonding Tricote, Thermocem, Monocote, conventional cement renderings and suitably primed smooth fair-face concrete surfaces.Consumption:
1.05 – 1.07 Kg/m² per mm of thickness
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                                Code: PEL48100004
                Price: €7.55
 (including 19% VAT)
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                                	Availability: In Stock
	Brand: PELETICO
	Messages: DELIVERY: NOT AVAILABLE
	SKU: PEL48100004
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€7.55
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                                    Description
                                    
									
								

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                A gypsum based finishing plaster. It provides a smooth, high quality surface to internal walls and ceilings.  It is suitable for application on substrates such as Pelelite Bonding Tricote, Thermocem, Monocote, conventional cement renderings and suitably primed smooth fair-face concrete surfaces.Consumption:
1.05 – 1.07 Kg/m² per mm of thickness
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							EXTERIOR PELEMURA 5KG PELETICO
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€4.50
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							THERMOCEM UNDERCOAT 5KG
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€2.80
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							WATERPROOF FINISH PLASTER 25KG
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€6.70
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							PELEMURA 5KG PELETICO
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€4.50
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							FLASH SPA THICK WHITE 10 KG 
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€7.25
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							FLASH SPA FINE WHITE 10KG
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€7.25
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							PLANFIX FINE WHITE 5KG ISOMAT (EXTRA FINE POWDER PUTTY)
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€6.75
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							ISOMIX WALL STUCCO 4KG (EXTRA FINE , WHITE ACRYLIC SURFACE FILLER)
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€3.70
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							ISOMIX CEMENT GREY 4KG ISOMIX (HIGH QUALITY PORTLAND CEMENT)
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€2.50
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							RUSTBLOCK SPRAY 500ML (Rust converter and primer)
						

						

					

					
						
							Availability: In Stock
						

€19.50

								
								
								
								
								
								
								
								Out of Stock
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                                    	 Vasileos Pavlou 62, Agios Dometios, 2360, Nicosia-Cyprus
	 info@mastoremata-diy.com
	 +357 70 001070
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COOKIE POLICY

				COOKIES

				Cookies are tiny text files stored on your computer when you visit certain web pages, which we use to keep track of what you have in your basket, and to remember you when you return to our site. So what are they and why do we use them?
				


				THIRD PARTY COOKIES

				When you visit our website you may notice some cookies that aren't related with us. If you go on to a web page that contains embedded content, for example from YouTube, you may be sent cookies from these websites. We don't control the setting of these cookies, so please check the third-party websites for more information about their cookies and how to manage them.
			


				'SHARE' TOOLS

		If you take the opportunity to 'share' our content with friends through social networks – such as Facebook and Twitter - you may be sent cookies from these websites. We don't control the setting of these cookies, so please check the third-party websites for more information about their cookies and how to manage them.
		


				FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT COOKIES

		If you'd like to learn more about cookies in general and how to manage them, aboutcookies.org (opens in a new window). If you'd like to opt out of cookies, please go to the Network Advertising Initiative website (opens in a new window).

		Please note that we're not responsible for the content of external websites.
		


				OUR COOKIES POLICY

		To make full use of the online shopping and personalised features on our website, your computer, tablet or mobile phone will need to accept cookies, as we can only provide you with certain personalised features of this website by using them.

		Our cookies don't store sensitive information such as your name, address or payment details: they simply hold the 'key' that, once you're signed in, is associated with this information. However, if you'd prefer to restrict, block or delete cookies from our website, or any other website, you can use your browser to do this. Each browser is different, so check the 'Help' menu of your particular browser (or your mobile phone's handset manual) to learn how to change your cookie preferences.
			
		  


		

		
		
		
			

			We respect your privacy. Our website is using cookies for 3rd party advertising, analytics, language and user settings. By continuing to browse our site you agree to our use of cookies and Terms and Conditions. 
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